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ABSTRACT
Context. The supernova remnant SN 1006 is a source of high-energy particles and its southwestern limb is interacting with a dense
ambient cloud, thus being a promising region for γ−ray hadronic emission.
Aims. We aim at describing the physics and the nonthermal emission associated with the shock-cloud interaction to derive the physical
parameters of the cloud (poorly constrained by the data analysis), to ascertain the origin of the observed spatial variations in the
spectral properties of the X-ray synchrotron emission, and to predict spectral and morphological features of the resulting γ−ray
emission.
Methods. We performed 3-D magnetohydrodynamic simulations modeling the evolution of SN 1006 and its interaction with the
ambient cloud, and explored different model setups. By applying the REMLIGHT code on the model results, we synthesized the
synchrotron X-ray emission, and compared it with actual observations, to constrain the parameters of the model. We also synthesized
the leptonic and hadronic γ−ray emission from the models, deriving constraints on the energy content of the hadrons accelerated at
the southwestern limb.
Results. We found that the impact of the SN 1006 shock front with a uniform cloud with density 0.5 cm−3 can explain the observed
morphology, the azimuthal variations of the cutoff frequency of the X-ray synchrotron emission, and the shock proper motion in the
interaction region. Our results show that the current upper limit for the total hadronic energy in the southwestern limb is 2.5 × 1049
erg.
Key words. X-rays: ISM — ISM: supernova remnants — ISM: individual object: SN 1006 — ISM: clouds — acceleration of
particles — Magnetohydrodynamics
1. Introduction
The shock fronts of supernova remnants (SNRs) are well known
sites of efficient electron acceleration, as shown by the ubiqui-
tous presence of synchrotron radio shells (tracing the presence
of GeV electrons) in most galactic SNRs (Green 2009) and by
the detection of synchrotron X-ray emission in young SNRs
(Reynolds 2008; Vink 2012), proving that in these sources the
electron energy can reach values of the order of 10 TeV.
SN 1006 is an ideal target to study particle acceleration
and it has been widely observed by the current generation of
X-ray telescopes, specially through a dedicated XMM-Newton
Large Programme of observations (XMM − LP, PI: A. De-
courchelle, exposure time texp ∼ 700 ks); a Chandra Large
Project (Chandra − LP, PI: F. Winkler, texp ∼ 670 ks); and
several S uzaku observations. Despite its age, the remnant is
dynamically young, because it evolves in a tenuous environ-
ment ∼ 550 pc above the galactic plane (assuming a distance
of 2.2 kpc, Winkler et al. 2003), and its shock velocity exceeds
5000 km/s (Katsuda et al. 2009, 2013; Winkler et al. 2014). The
analysis of the deep X-ray observations of the XMM − LP
revealed that the ambient density is nIS M ∼ 0.035 cm−3 in
the southeastern limb (Miceli et al. 2012) and similar estimates
have been obtained within the Chandra − LP (Winkler et al.
2014). The bilateral morphology of the nonthermal emission re-
flects highly efficient particle acceleration in the radio, X-ray,
and γ−ray bright northeastern and southwestern limbs and re-
gions with less efficient particle acceleration in the northwest-
ern and southeastern thermal limbs. The spatial distribution of
the thermal emission has shown inhomogeneities in the physi-
cal and chemical properties of the plasma (Uchida et al. 2013;
Winkler et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015) and has provided important
insight on the shock-heating mechanism (Broersen et al. 2013).
The nonthermal emission of SN 1006 presents significant vari-
ations in the cutoff energy of the synchrotron emission, hνcut,
(Rothenflug et al. 2004; Miceli et al. 2009; Katsuda et al. 2010).
Also, the shape of the cutoff in the X-ray spectra of the non-
thermal limbs reveals that the maximum energy of the elec-
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trons is limited by their radiative losses (Miceli et al. 2013a,
2014b). Therefore hadrons, that do not undergo significant ra-
diative losses, may be, in principle, accelerated up to higher
energies. Indeed, effects of shock modification induced by the
back-reaction of energetic hadrons have been observed in SN
1006, through variations of the shock compression ratio in the
southeastern limb (Miceli et al. 2012), and amplification of the
magnetic field (e.g., Ressler et al. 2014 and references therein).
Miceli et al. (2014a) (hereafter Paper I) studied a sharp in-
dentation in the southwestern shock front of SN 1006 (visible in
X-rays and in the radio band), finding several signatures for a
shock-cloud interaction. The indentation corresponds to the po-
sition of an HI cloud having the same velocity as the northwest-
ern cloud, which is interacting with SN 1006, and the variations
of the NH derived from the X-ray spectra are consistent with
those obtained from the HI observations. A clear proof of the
shock-cloud interaction is provided by the azimuthal profile of
the synchrotron cutoff energy, which is significantly lower in the
indentation than in adjacent regions. This is because the shock
is slowed down by the dense cloud and hνcut decreases with
the square of the shock speed, vs, in the loss-limited scenario
(Zirakashvili & Aharonian 2007).
The unique combination of efficient particle acceleration and
high target density (i.e. the cloud) makes the southwestern limb
of SN 1006 a promising region for γ−ray hadronic emission
(i. e., proton-proton interactions with pi0 production and subse-
quent decay). However, Paper I shows that the cutoff frequency
in the interaction region is reduced only by a factor f ∼ 1.7 and
this would suggest that the cloud density, ncl is higher than nIS M
by the same factor1, and therefore ncl < 0.1 cm−3 (assuming
nIS M ∼ 0.03 − 0.05 cm−3). This value is much smaller than the
average density of the southwestern cloud estimated by the HI
data (∼ 10 cm−3, see Paper I for details). This discrepancy may
be due to the fact that other (non-interacting) parts of the shell
may contribute to the projected synchrotron emission at the in-
dentation, thus producing an enhancement in the measure of the
cutoff energy. Also, the shock is probably interacting with the
outer border of the cloud, where the density is expected to be
lower. Furthermore, the estimates based on the HI data rely on
assumptions about the cloud geometry and its extension along
the line of sight. In any case, the data analysis does not allow us
to obtain accurate constraints on the physical properties of the
cloud, which are crucial to estimate the expected hadronic flux.
The HESS observations of SN 1006 (Acero et al. 2010) are
consistent with a pure leptonic model, i. e., inverse Compton
emission (IC) from the electrons accelerated at the nonthermal
limbs, in agreement with the morphology of the γ−ray emission
of SN 1006, which also favors a leptonic origin (Petruk et al.
2009). Acero et al. (2010) have shown that a mixed scenario that
includes leptonic and hadronic components also provides a good
fit to the γ−ray data and the model by Berezhko et al. (2012)
shows that the hadronic and leptonic components in the γ−ray
emissions are of comparable strength. However, the most recent
upper limits of the SN 1006 flux in the 3 − 30 GeV band ob-
tained with the Fermi − LAT telescope by Acero et al. (2015)
rule out a hadronic origin for the γ−ray emission at a > 5 σ con-
fidence level, even in the southwestern limb. Nevertheless, given
the small angular size of the shock-cloud interaction region, a
hadronic contribution from the cloud can still be consistent with
the data.
We present here a 3-D magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD)
model of the shock-cloud interaction in SN 1006 to obtain a
1 Because hνcut ∝ v2s ∝ n−1.
deeper level of diagnostics. We synthesize observables from the
model that we test against actual X-ray and γ−ray observations
to constrain the physical parameters of the cloud and to obtain
accurate predictions on the resulting hadronic and leptonic emis-
sion. In particular, we take advantage of both the XMM − LP
and Chandra − LP on SN 1006 to obtain tight observational
constraints for our model, and of the HES S and Fermi − LAT
observations for the γ−ray band. The paper is organized as fol-
lows: Sect. 2 describes our model and the setups of our simula-
tions; Sect. 3 describes the procedures followed to synthesize the
emission from the model; and Sect. 4 shows the comparison be-
tween model and observations. Our conclusions are summarized
in Sect. 5.
2. MHD model and numerical setup
We performed 3-D MHD simulations describing the expansion
of the whole remnant of SN 1006 in a cartesian coordinate sys-
tem with the FLASH code (Fryxell et al. 2000). The computa-
tional domain extends 24 pc in the x-, y-, and z-directions and
we followed the evolution of the system for 1000 yr. We assumed
zero-gradient (outflow) conditions at all boundaries. The model
to describe the evolution of SN 1006 is the same as that pre-
sented in Orlando et al. (2012); in particular, we adopted their
model PL-QPAR-G1.3, with slightly revised values of the ex-
plosion energy and ambient density (see below).
Our initial conditions were carefully tuned to reproduce SN
1006 after 1000 yr of evolution in terms of size and shock ve-
locity. The setup consists of a spherically symmetric distribution
of ejecta, centered at position (0, 0, 0) cm, with kinetic energy
K = 1.3 × 1051 erg, mass Me j = 1.4 M⊙, and initial radius
R0 = 1.4 × 1018 cm (corresponding to an age of ∼ 10 yr at the
beginning of the simulations). The radial density profile of the
ejecta follows a power-law distribution with index n = −7, which
is typical for the outer layers of Type Ia SNe (e. g., Chevalier
1982). We compared our results with those obtained with dif-
ferent profiles, namely the models with an exponential profile
presented in Orlando et al. (2012) and a step-like ejecta profile,
as that adopted in Miceli et al. (2009). We found that the ejecta
profile influences the shape and size of the Rayleigh-Taylor and
Richtmyer Meshkov instabilities that develop at the contact dis-
continuity between the ejecta and the shocked ISM, but the
global properties of the remnant (radius, shock velocity, distance
between the forward shock and the contact discontinuity, etc.) at
the age of SN 1006 do not change significantly among the in-
spected cases (see Orlando et al. 2012 for a quantitative compar-
ison). The ejecta expand through an unperturbed magneto-static
medium with density nIS M = 0.035 cm−3 (in agreement with
Miceli et al. 2012), where we placed a dense, isobaric, spherical
cloud, in pressure equilibrium with the ambient medium.
The average ambient magnetic field in the environment
of SN 1006 is expected to be directed along the Southwest-
Northeast direction (Rothenflug et al. 2004; Reynoso et al.
2013) with a gradient pointing to Southeast, in the direction of
the Galactic plane (Bocchino et al. 2011 and references therein).
We implemented this configuration by considering a dipole as
a source of the magnetic field, as explained below. The coordi-
nate system was chosen so as to have the average ambient mag-
netic field directed along the x-axis and its gradient along the
z-axis. In particular, the ambient magnetic field was generated
by a dipole at position (0, 0,−dz) pc, placed outside the compu-
tational domain. We explored different values of dz (see below)
and in all the simulations we tuned the magnetic field strength
to get B0 ∼ 30 µG in the environment of the explosion site.
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Table 1. Model setups
Model Cloud Radius Cloud density Cloud position Dipole position
(1018 cm) (min-max, cm−3) (center, 1019 cm) (pc)
RUN0_G 8.1∗ 0.07 − 10 (2.6, 0.3, 0.2) (0, 0,−100)
RUN1_G 8.1∗ 0.07 − 10 (3.0, 0.3, 0.2) (0, 0,−150)
RUN2_G 8.1∗ 0.07 − 10 (2.8, 0.3, 0.4) (0, 0,−300)
RUN3_G 8.1∗ 0.07 − 10 (2.8, 0.3, 0.4) (0, 0,−1000)
RUN1_UN 6.18 0.5 (2.8, 0.3, 0.4) (0, 0,−300.)
RUN2_UN 5.5 0.5 (2.8, 0.3, 0.4) (0, 0,−300.)
Notes. ∗ Radius at 3 sigmas of the Gaussian density distribution.
Fig. 1. 3D rendering of the MHD simulation RUN2_G, describing the
expansion of SN 1006 through a magnetized medium and its interaction
with an ambient cloud at t = 1000 yrs (the model parameters are shown
in Table 1). The image is rotated to match the actual conditions of SN
1006 and the orientation of the observations (North is up and East is
to the left). The ejecta material and the shocked ambient medium are
tracked with a “solid” and a semi-transparent surface, respectively. The
cutaway drawing of the southwestern cloud reveals its interior: the color
code traces the density, which increases radially from 0.07 cm−3 (dark
blue) to 10 cm−3 (red). The magnetic field lines are superimposed. The
(projected) gradient of the magnetic field points toward southeast.
The magnetic field gradient leads to a variation of a factor of
∼ 1.3 over a scale of 20 pc and makes the polar caps (defined
as the points where vs and B0 are parallel) converge on the side
in which the magnetic field is increasing (thus effecting the mor-
phology of the nonthermal limbs, see Orlando et al. 2007).
We exploited the adaptive mesh capabilities of the FLASH
code by adopting up to 10 nested levels of resolution (the reso-
lution increases by a factor of 2 at each level). The finest spatial
resolution is 1.8 × 1016 cm at the beginning of the simulation
(i. e., 85 computational cells per initial radius of the ejecta). We
adopted an automatic mesh redefinition scheme to keep the com-
putational cost approximately constant as the blast expanded,
decreasing the spatial resolution down to 2.9 × 1017 cm (cor-
responding to 98 cells per radius of the remnant) at the end of
the simulation.
We included the effects of shock modification induced by
the particle acceleration as in Orlando et al. (2012) (based on the
approach by Ferrand et al. 2010 which relies on the Blasi model;
see Blasi 2002, 2004). We also considered the dependence of
the particle acceleration on the obliquity angle θ (i.e., the angle
between B0 and vs) in the quasi-parallel scenario, by following
Eq. 1 in Orlando et al. (2012) with adiabatic index γmin = 4/3
(i. e., the shock compression ratio is σ = 7 at the polar caps and
σ = 4 for θ = 90◦, see Sect. 2 of Orlando et al. 2012 for further
details). Our model does not include the effects of magnetic field
amplification due to the CRs streaming at the shock front. We
then chose a relatively high value of the upstream magnetic field
B0 to obtain a downstream “compressed" magnetic field of the
order if 100 µG, in agreement with observations (Morlino et al.
2010; Ressler et al. 2014, see also Sect. 3.1).
We considered the parameters of the cloud inferred from the
observations in Paper I as fiducial values and ran different sim-
ulations around these observational estimates to constrain the
physical properties of the cloud. In particular, the parameters ex-
plored include: i) the position and the radius of the cloud; ii) the
position of the magnetic dipole (influencing the distance of the
cloud to the polar caps of the remnant); iii) the cloud density;
and iv) the radial density profile of the cloud, namely a uniform
density profile (RUN1,2_UN) and a centrally peaked Gaussian
profile (RUN0-3_G). Table 1 summarizes our exploration of the
parameter space. The cloud density, which is poorly constrained
by the data analysis, varies by more than two orders of mag-
nitude in runs RUN0-3_G. In these runs, we explored different
distances of the cloud from the explosion site, therefore the SNR
shock reaches different parts of the cloud at t = 1000 yr. This al-
lowed us to study the effects of the propagation of the transmitted
shock in the tenuous exterior part of the cloud (e. g., RUN1_G)
or in its denser core (e. g., RUN0_G). The output of all our sim-
ulations were then rotated to match the actual conditions of SN
1006 and the orientation of the observations (where North is up
and East is to the left). In particular, all the maps presented here
are rotated by an angle αX = 15◦, αZ = 8◦, αY = 37◦, about
the x, z, and y axis, respectively (the rotations being performed
in this order). With these rotations the magnetic field gradient
points in the direction of the galactic plane, as suggested by
Bocchino et al. (2011). As an example, Fig. 1 shows a rendering
of the final stage of model RUN2_G. We also performed a con-
vergence test, by increasing the resolution of model RUN2_G by
a factor of 2, and found that the results do not differ significantly
from those reported in Sect. 4.
Finally, we point out that Orlando et al. (2012) have shown
that inhomogeneities in the ejecta density profile (“clumps") can
perturb the contact discontinuity and affect the distance between
ejecta and shocked ISM, thus triggering the formation of shrap-
nel protruding even beyond the shock front (see also Miceli et al.
2013b). These ejecta clumps, well visible at different positions of
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the shell of SN 1006 (e. g., Rakowski et al. 2011; Winkler et al.
2014) are not present in the shock-interaction region we are
modeling here (see the “pure thermal” image of the remnant in
Miceli et al. 2009). Also, we are interested at modeling the in-
teraction between the outer shock front and the ambient medium
and not the details of the ejecta evolution. Therefore, we did not
include ejecta clumps in our model.
3. Synthesis of observables
To get a quantitative comparison between our MHD models and
actual observations of SN 1006, we followed a forward mod-
eling approach, by synthesizing the emission from the simula-
tions and comparing the synthesized observables and the corre-
sponding data. The X-ray emission of the shock-cloud interac-
tion region in the southwestern limb of SN 1006 is dominated
by synchrotron radiation, the contribution of thermal emission
being negligible (see Paper I). We then focused on the non-
thermal emission and used REMLIGHT, a code developed to
synthesize the synchrotron radio, X-ray, and IC γ−ray emission
from MHD simulations, introduced and described in detail in
Orlando et al. (2011). In particular, we derived the nonthermal
emission in the loss-limited case (see Sect. 3.1 in Orlando et al.
2011), which is appropriate for the nonthermal limbs of SN 1006
(Miceli et al. 2013a, 2014b). The outputs of REMLIGHT are 3-
D data cubes of i) synchrotron monochromatic X-ray emission
at selected energies; ii) cutoff energy of the electron spectrum;
iii) IC monochromatic emission at selected energies.
3.1. Synthesis of X-ray emission
To produce synthetic X-ray images, we calculated the syn-
chrotron 3-D data cubes at 3 keV and summed the contribution
of each cell to the emission along the line of sight. We also com-
puted the cutoff energy hνcut of the X-ray synchrotron radiation,
derived from the electron cutoff energy. In the loss limited sce-
nario, it has the form (Zirakashvili & Aharonian 2007):
hν0 =
2.2keV
η(1 + √κ)2 v
2
3000
16
γ2s
(1)
where η is the gyrofactor (i. e., the ratio of the electron mean
free path to the gyroradius), κ is the magnetic field compression
ratio, v3000 is the shock speed in units of 3000 km/s, and γs is the
power-law index of particles accelerated at the absence of energy
losses.
We included in our model two passive tracers (defined in
the whole domain) storing the time of the shock impact and the
shock velocity at the shock impact for each cell, respectively. As
the fluid is advected away from the shock front, this informa-
tion is used to update the electron energy spectrum. The value
of hνcut varies with the azimuthal angle as explained before and
with the distance to the shock, as the shape of the electron energy
spectrum is modified by the radiative losses. We imposed the
maximum value of hνcut to be hν//cut = 340 eV in the polar caps,
in agreement with what is observed in the southwestern limb of
SN 1006 (see Paper I). Then we calculated the “effective" syn-
chrotron cutoff energy in specific regions of the synthetic X-ray
image, by performing a weighted average of the cutoff energy
along the line of sight for all the cells whose projected position
lies within the region, the weight being the local X-ray luminos-
ity (which is a good proxy of the actual X-ray luminosity in the
southwestern limb of SN 1006, as shown in Sect.4).
We point out that the parametric function adopted in our
model to describe the shock obliquity dependence of the par-
ticle acceleration (described in Sect. 2) is purely heuristic and
that we are not including the effects of magnetic field amplifica-
tion (MFA). The physics of MFA at the shock precursor is still
debated and extremely complicated, involving resonant and non-
resonant cosmic-ray driven instabilities operating at different
time-scales and length-scales (see the reviews by Bykov et al.
2012 and Schure et al. 2012). Different approaches have been
adopted to treat this process and to couple it with the MHD
evolution of a SNR (e. g., Amato & Blasi 2006; Caprioli 2012;
Lee et al. 2012; Kang et al. 2013). Ferrand et al. (2014) consid-
ered two limit cases, namely, i) total damping of the amplified
field in the plasma; ii) advection to the sub-shock region of the
amplified field. They found that in the second case the post-
shock magnetic field is one order of magnitude higher and this
significantly influences the resulting synchrotron emission. In
SN 1006 the situation is even more complicated, considering the
(unknown) dependence of the efficiency of the particle accelera-
tion (and then of the MFA) on the obliquity angle. To obtain the
correct value of the post-shock magnetic field, we then tuned our
ambient magnetic field so as to obtain B ∼ 100 µG at the polar
caps, in agreement with the observations (Morlino et al. 2010;
Ressler et al. 2014). However, even though we get the right mag-
netic field at the polar caps, its azimuthal profile may not reflect
the actual conditions in the remnant and, as a consequence, the
large-scale morphology of our synthetic X-ray synchrotron maps
may not be an accurate proxy of the actual emission. However,
the comparison between models and X-ray observations carried
out here is not sensitive to this issue considering that i) the az-
imuthal extension of the interacting region is relatively small and
concentrated in the polar cap region and that ii) the azimuthal
modulation of the synchrotron cutoff frequency in the interaction
region that we chose as a benchmark for a quantitative compari-
son between models and X-ray observations does not depend on
B in the loss-limited scenario.
3.2. Synthesis of γ−ray emission
To derive the γ−ray synthetic spectral energy distribution, we
adopted REMLIGHT to produce IC 3-D data cubes at selected
energies (in the 10−4 − 300 TeV range) and summed up the
contribution of all the cells in the southwestern limb. We only
considered IC scattering of the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB). Indeed, the expanding ejecta of young SNRs are ex-
pected to be important factories of cold dust, whose thermal
infrared emission may also contribute to the total IC emission.
However, a dedicated study performed with the Spitzer telescope
at 24 µm and 70 µm showed no emission from the southwestern
limb and, in general, no evidence for dust grain formation in
the SN ejecta of SN 1006 (Winkler et al. 2013). On the other
hand, Planck observations showed the presence of very cold
gas (at a temperature Td ∼ 15 K) in the direction of SN 1006
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2014), but the association with the
remnant cannot be proved. Therefore, we neglected any contri-
butions from IR dust photons to the IC emission.
The recent results obtained by Acero et al. (2015) clearly in-
dicate that the bulk of the SN 1006 γ−ray emission has a lep-
tonic origin and rule out, at a confidence level > 5 σ, a standard
hadronic emission scenario. Therefore, we rescaled the synthetic
IC SED obtained with REMLIGHT (which is in arbitrary units)
to fit the TeV HES S observations of the southwestern limb of
SN 1006 (Acero et al. 2010).
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Fig. 2. Left panel: XMM-Newton EPIC count-rate image (MOS and pn mosaic) of the southwestern limb of SN 1006 in the 2 − 4.5 keV band. The
regions selected for the spectral analysis of the rim performed in Paper I are superimposed. Central panel: Synthetic synchrotron emission at 3
keV at t = 1000 yr derived from model RUN2_G (see Table 1). The regions selected to derive the azimuthal variation of the synchrotron cutoff
energy at the shock front are superimposed. Right panel: same as central panel for model RUN2_UN.
We note that, because of the interaction with a dense cloud,
the hadronic emission may have a non-negligible contribution
in the Fermi − LAT band. To synthesize the hadronic γ−ray
emission, we considered the particle density in each cell of
the shocked ambient medium (distinguishing between ISM and
cloud material). We assumed two populations of high energy
hadrons, both having a power law proton energy distribution
(with index Γ=2.0) and let the cutoff energy Ecut1p of the pro-
tons accelerated at the shock transmitted inside the cloud (i. e.,
those colliding with the cloud material) be different from that of
protons accelerated at the remnant forward shock and interacting
with the tenuous ambient material (Ecut2p ). We explored different
values of Ecut1,2p for the two populations, and of the total hadron
energy in the southwestern limb, Etotp . We then computed in each
cell the resulting hadronic emission at selected energies in the
10−4 − 300 TeV range and summed up all the contributions in
the southwestern limb. The cross section for the proton-proton
inelastic collision, the pi0 production, and the γ−ray emission
originating from the pi0 decays were all obtained according to
Kelner et al. (2006).
4. Results
4.1. X-ray emission
As a first step, we compared the synthetic X-ray images of SN
1006 with the actual observations in the 2 − 4.5 keV energy
band. The X-ray data were collected in the framework of the
XMM−LP and the data analysis is described in Paper I. Among
the runs listed in Table 1, only models RUN2_G and RUN2_UN
can reproduce the observed emission of the southwestern limb
of SN 1006 in terms of azimuthal extension of the interacting
region and depth of the indentation, as shown in Fig. 2.
In RUN2_G the shocked cloud has an inward increasing den-
sity profile (in the range 0.07 − 10 cm−3) and is reached by the
remnant shock front at t = 640 yr. For the first ∼ 80 yr of interac-
tion, the transmitted shock propagates relatively fast in the outer-
most parts of the cloud, being only a few percent slower than the
remnant forward shock that engulfs the cloud. As the transmitted
shock approaches the dense core of the cloud, its speed decreases
significantly, reaching a minimum value of ∼ 30% of the rem-
nant shock speed at t = 1000 yr. At this stage, the density of the
cloud material immediately behind the transmitted shock front is
∼ 3 cm−3. In RUN2_UN the cloud has uniform density ncl = 0.5
cm−3 (∼ 17 times higher than that of the surrounding medium).
In this case, the cloud is slightly smaller than in RUN2_G and is
reached by the remnant forward shock at t ∼ 750 yr. At t = 1000
yr the minimum velocity of the transmitted shock is about 40%
of the remnant shock speed, while the density of the shocked
cloud material is ∼ 1.5 cm−3.
In both models, the relatively low velocity of the transmitted
shocks induces a drop in the synchrotron cutoff energy, which is
lower by a factor f = 8 − 9 in the interaction region than in the
other parts of the SN 1006 shock front. This is much higher than
the observed drop of the cutoff frequency f ∼ 1.7 derived in
Paper I. However, the lateral (fast) shocks engulfing the cloud
also contribute to the synchrotron emission in the (projected)
interaction region and it is necessary to account for this effect
to properly compare the models with the data. We then derived
maps of X-ray emission projected in the plane of the sky and
selected a set of 15 regions at the shock front (shown in the cen-
tral and right panels of Fig: 2). We calculated the synchrotron
cutoff energies in each region (as described in Sect. 3), and com-
pared them to those obtained in Paper I from the analysis of the
X-ray spectra extracted from regions A − L (shown in the left
panel of 2). Upper panel of Fig. 3 shows the observed azimuthal
profile of the cutoff energy and that derived with our models.
Though RUN2_UN provides a slightly better description of the
data points, both models can reproduce the observed dip in the
cutoff energy and fit all the main features of the observed pro-
file. This result shows that we cannot discriminate between the
two models on the basis of the cutoff energy variations and that
it is difficult to ascertain information on the cloud structure from
this parameter, given the importance of the synchrotron emission
from lateral shocks in the emerging X-ray radiation.
On the other hand, we verified that the azimuthal profile of
the cutoff energy in all other runs do not fit the observations. As
an example, lower panel of Fig. 3 shows the profile derived from
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Fig. 3. Upper panel: azimuthal variations of the synchrotron cutoff en-
ergy. The black crosses show the best fit values obtained in Paper I by
analyzing the X-ray spectra extracted from regions A − L of Fig. 2, left
panel (error bars indicate the 90% confidence levels). The green/red
curves show the values derived from our MHD models RUN2_G and
RUN2_UN, respectively, by considering the 15 regions shown in the
central and right panel of Fig. 2. The dashed crosses indicate the val-
ues in the “bulge" region. Lower panel: same as upper panel for model
RUN1_G (blue curve).
RUN1_G, where the cloud is placed at a larger distance to the
SNR center and produces a much smaller indentation than that
obtained in RUN2_G. In this case, the dip in the cutoff energy
profile is less pronounced and definitely not consistent with the
data points.
We also calculated the cutoff energy in the relatively faint
region “upstream" from the indentation, marked by the dashed
contours in the central and right panels of Fig. 2, and com-
pared it with that measured in the corresponding region of SN
1006 (named “bulge" in Paper I, white dashed region in the left
panel of Fig. 2). The emission in this region originates in the
non-interacting part of the shock front and, in model RUN2_G,
is much softer than that observed (compare the red and black
dashed line in Fig. 3). In RUN2_UN we achieve a better agree-
ment between model and observations (green and black dashed
line in Fig. 3, respectively). However, additional synchrotron
emission from the bulge may arise from electrons produced by
cosmic rays diffusing away from the southwestern limb in the
nearby cloud and not included in our models. Also, deviations
in the cloud morphology from the simple spherical/ellipsoidal
shapes adopted in our simulations may affect the emission in
this region. Therefore, we do not consider that these fits rule out
model RUN2_G.
The different densities of the shocked cloud in RUN2_G and
RUN2_UN induce differences in the velocity of the transmitted
shock which, in turn, affects the proper motion of the indenta-
tion observed in the X-ray maps. To discriminate between the
two models we then measured the proper motion of the indenta-
tion in RUN2_G and RUN2_UN, and in the southwestern limb
of SN 1006. Winkler et al. (2014) performed a systematic study
of the X-ray proper motion around the whole periphery of SN
1006 by comparing the observations of the Chandra − LP with
previous Chandra images obtained from 2003 observations and
found a local minimum at the position of the indentation (az-
imuthal angle θ ∼ 245◦). To resolve with higher resolution the
azimuthal profile of the proper motion in the shock-cloud inter-
action region, we repeated their analysis by defining the 5 re-
gions shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4. As for the models,
we adopted the same procedure, by selecting narrow stripes (10
pixels wide) perpendicular to the limb in the synthetic X-ray im-
ages and deriving the average radial profiles therein. We selected
a much wider region in the indentation (spanning 10 degrees), as
done for the real data. The error bars in the proper motion es-
timated by our models are sensitivity errors associated with the
spatial resolution of the computational grid. Because of the lim-
ited spatial resolution of our simulations, we adopted a baseline
of 40 yr. Lower panel of Fig. 4 shows the comparison between
the observed proper motion (black crosses) and that predicted by
model RUN2_G (red) and RUN2_UN (green). We confirm that
the proper motion measured in the indentation of SN 1006 with
Chandra is significantly lower than that measured immediately
outside the indentation and in the “bulge". This result provides
further observational evidence of the shock-cloud interaction oc-
curring in the southwestern limb. RUN2_G predicts a decrease in
the proper motion of the indentation which is much higher than
that measured. On the other hand, the proper motion predicted
by RUN2_UN is in very good agreement with the data, both for
the indentation and for the “bulge".
We conclude that RUN2_UN is the model that best describes
the X-ray emission resulting from the interaction of the SN 1006
southwestern shock front and the ambient cloud. This model, in
fact, can explain: i) the morphology of the synchrotron emitting
southwestern limb; ii) the azimuthal variations of the cutoff en-
ergy of the X-ray synchrotron emission; iii) the azimuthal profile
of the proper motion.
4.2. γ−ray emission
Though expanding in a tenuous environment, almost six hun-
dred pc above the Galactic plane, SN 1006 interacts with am-
bient interstellar clouds. A higher ambient density is observed
in the northwestern rim, where the shock is slowed down by
the interaction with dense material (the northwestern cloud),
producing a relatively bright and sharp Hα filament and soft
X-ray emission (e. g., Ghavamian et al. 2002; Winkler et al.
2003; Raymond et al. 2007; Acero et al. 2007; Li et al. 2015).
Nikolic´ et al. (2013) have revealed suprathermal hadrons in the
northwestern limb of SN 1006, but particle acceleration is not
very efficient therein, as revealed by the very faint nonthermal
emission. The southwestern limb, instead, shows both efficient
particle acceleration and relatively high ambient density in the
cloud, thus being a privileged site for the detection of γ−ray
hadronic emission.
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Fig. 4. Upper panel: Chandra ACIS close-up view of the SN 1006
southwestern limb in the 0.5 − 7 keV band. The regions selected for
proper-motion measurements are shown in white. Central panel: az-
imuthal variation of the proper motion (normalized to its maximum
value) in the southwestern limb of SN 1006 measured with Chandra
(black crosses) and predicted by models RUN2_G (red crosses). Lower
panel: same as central panel for RUN2_UN (green crosses). The dashed
crosses refer to the "bulge" region. Error bars indicate the 1-σ con-
fidence level for the X-ray data (black solid lines) and the sensitivity
errors for the models.
Fig. 5. Synthetic inverse Compton monochromatic emission of the
southwestern limb of SN 1006 at 3 GeV (in red) and 3 TeV (in blue)
derived from RUN2_UN. The contours of the X-ray emission are su-
perimposed in white.
In Paper I we proposed a rough estimate of the expected
emission on the basis of the radio and X-ray data analysis and we
obtained a flux of∼ 5×10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 in the 3−30 GeV band,
by assuming a cloud density of 10 cm−3. This flux was slightly
below the Fermi− LAT upper limit available. However, the sub-
sequent analysis of six years of Fermi − LAT data performed
by Acero et al. (2015) has recently provided more stringent con-
straints which seem to rule out a possible hadronic origin for the
bulk of the γ−ray emission of both the southwestern and north-
eastern limbs of SN 1006. In particular, the upper limits (at the
95% confidence level) for the flux of the southwestern limb are
∼ 1.9 × 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 at the median energy of the 3 − 30
GeV (i. e. at 9.48 GeV) band and ∼ 3.5 × 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 at
94.8 GeV.
Here, we can refine our predictions taking advantage of the
results of the MHD simulations that allowed us to tightly con-
strain the cloud density and the mass of the shocked cloud mate-
rial. The detailed description of the targets of the proton-proton
collisions leaves only the spectrum of the accelerated particle as
a free parameter to derive the possible hadron emission from SN
1006, thus allowing us to ascertain some properties of the cos-
mic rays accelerated at the SW limb of SN 1006. In particular,
we explored what values of Etotp and E
cut1,2
p are consistent with
the observational constraints on the γ−ray emission.
To synthesize the γ−ray emission we then focused on our
best-fit model RUN2_UN and considered three components,
namely i) the IC emission; ii) the hadronic emission originat-
ing from the impact of high-energy protons with the cloud ma-
terial; and iii) the hadronic emission originating from the impact
of high-energy protons with the ambient tenuous medium (see
Sect. 3.2 for details).
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Fig. 5 shows the synthetic IC emission at 3 GeV (in red) and
3 TeV (in blue) obtained from RUN2_UN (a very similar map is
obtained for RUN2_G). As expected, the TeV emission, which
is associated with electrons at energies E > 10 TeV, is concen-
trated in the immediate post-shock region. The high energy elec-
trons lose rapidly their energy via radiative cooling as they are
advected in the post-shock region and this makes the TeV emis-
sion radially thin (and pretty similar to the X-ray synchrotron
emission). Electrons with energies of a few 1011 eV, which up-
scatter the CMB photons up to GeV energies, are instead present
at larger distances from the shock front, thus making the GeV
emission much broader in the radial direction.
As for the hadron emission, we first explored the case pro-
posed in Paper I, with ES Wp = 5 × 1049 erg (i. e. a total hadronic
energy Etotp = 1050 erg in the whole remnant, corresponding to
∼ 10% of the explosion energy), Ecut1p = 3 TeV, and Ecut2p = 150
TeV. We verified that, with this set of parameters, the result-
ing γ−ray emission is well above the latest Fermi − LAT up-
per limits, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 6. We stress that
the same happens also for RUN2_G, where, in general, we get
higher hadronic emission, given the higher average density of
the shocked cloud.
We then explored different proton spectra, by reducing the
total hadronic energy. Central panel of Fig. 6 shows the synthetic
γ−ray emission obtained for ES Wp = 2.5×1049 erg (i. e., hadrons
have drained ∼ 5% of the explosion energy), Ecut1p = 3 TeV, and
Ecut2p = 150 TeV. With this set of parameters, the synthetic spec-
trum fits the observed HES S spectrum at TeV energy (where
the IC contribution dominates) and is consistent with the newest
Fermi − LAT upper limits, being at the edge of detectability in
the 3−30 GeV band. This emission, if present, will be detectable
within a few more years. Lower panel of Fig. 6 shows the γ−ray
emission for ES Wp = 1049 erg: in this case, the γ−ray flux is well
below the Fermi − LAT upper limits.
5. Summary and conclusions
We performed a set of 3-D MHD simulations describing the evo-
lution of SN 1006 and its interaction with an ambient cloud. Tak-
ing into account the estimates derived with the radio and X-ray
data analysis performed in Paper I, we explored different simu-
lation setups by modifying the properties of the ambient cloud
and magnetic field. We adopted a forward modeling approach
by synthesizing observables from the simulations and compar-
ing them against actual data.
We first focused on the X-ray morphology and identified
two possible configurations, namely RUN2_G and RUN2_UN,
whose synchrotron X-ray maps exhibit a net indentation in the
X-ray southwestern limb, corresponding to the shock-cloud in-
teraction region, which is in very good agreement with the X-ray
observations. We also verified that both these runs can explain
the observed azimuthal profile of the synchrotron cutoff energy.
In RUN_2G, the cloud has a radius Rcl = 8.1 × 1018 cm) and an
inward increasing density profile (spanning from 0.07 cm−3 up
to 10 cm−3). The downstream density is ∼ 3 cm−3 at the stage of
evolution corresponding to the current conditions of SN 1006. In
RUN2_UN the cloud is slightly smaller (Rcl = 6.18 × 1018 cm),
but has a uniform density ncl = 0.5 cm−3. The 3-D modeling and
the synthesis of the observables allowed us to explain the rela-
tively low dip observed in the cutoff energy azimuthal profile,
which appeared to be much lower than that expected by consid-
ering the cloud/ISM density contrast. In particular, we showed
that the drop in the cutoff energy cannot be used as a reliable
density contrast indicator because it does not trace the interact-
ing region only, being also affected by the synchrotron emission
originating from lateral shocks and integrated along the line of
sight. To discriminate between the two models we then mea-
sured the proper motion of the X-ray emitting southwestern limb
and found that only RUN2_UN provides results in agreement
with that measured with the most recent Chandra observations.
Therefore, the quantitative comparison between our models and
X-ray data allowed us to explain all the puzzling features ob-
served in the southwestern limb of SN 1006 (morphology, spec-
tral inhomogeneities of the synchrotron emission, and azimuthal
variations of the proper motion).
We tightly constrained the cloud density and the mass of
the shocked cloud. In particular, we found that the pre-shock
density of the cloud is 0.5 cm−3. In Paper I we estimated a
higher cloud density from the HI data (∼ 10 cm−3). However,
we point out that the density estimate derived in Paper I strongly
relies on (arbitrary) assumption about the cloud geometry and
its extension along the line of sight. Furthermore, the bulk of
the HI cloud is still unshocked, so its density may be higher
than that of the interacting part. We also notice that our den-
sity estimate is pretty similar to that derived for the northwestern
cloud (Raymond et al. 2007; Acero et al. 2007), which is prob-
ably physically connected with the southwestern cloud, as sug-
gested in Paper I. Future observations of the 12CO emission (in
the 2− 1 line transition) are planned in the direction of the inter-
acting HI gas to resolve the cloud internal structure and identify
the scale of gas clumpiness to compare with the predicted phys-
ical conditions.
The determination of the cloud properties obtained with our
model is crucial because the hadronic γ−ray emission depends
on the spectrum of the accelerated cosmic rays and on the am-
bient density. Therefore the knowledge of the physical param-
eters of the shocked cloud allowed us to ascertain information
on the hadronic acceleration in the southwestern limb. In par-
ticular, we found that if we assume that the total cosmic ray
energy is 10% of the explosion energy (i. e,. the hadronic en-
ergy in the southwestern limb is 5 × 1049 erg), the γ−ray emis-
sion from the shocked cloud is expected to be much higher than
the current Fermi − LAT upper limit (as shown in Fig. 6). We
therefore have to exclude such an efficient energy drain, unless
we impose that the cutoff energy of the proton spectrum in the
shock-cloud interaction region is much lower than our assumed
value Ecut1p = 3 TeV. In this case, the “hadronic bump” would be
centered at much lower energies, well below the Fermi − LAT
sensitivity band.
However, if the proton cutoff energy is of the order of a few
TeV we derive that the upper limit for the hadronic energy in the
southwestern limb is 2.5 × 1049 erg (indicating a total hadronic
energy of the order of∼ 5% of the explosion energy). For such an
energy value we expect to observe a significant hadronic emis-
sion originating in the shock-cloud interaction region and de-
tectable with Fermi − LAT within a few years. This emission
will be concentrated in the shock-cloud interaction, as shown in
Fig. 7. A non-detection would imply a much lower energy for
the cosmic rays accelerated at the shock front.
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Fig. 6. Upper panel: synthetic γ−ray emission of the southwestern limb
of SN 1006 obtained from RUN2_UN by assuming a total hadronic en-
ergy ES Wp = 5 × 1049 erg (black solid line). The Inverse Compton con-
tribution (dashed red line) and the hadronic contribution of the shocked
cloud (dotted blue line) and of the shocked ISM (dash-dotted blue line)
are highlighted. The γ−ray spectrum observed with HES S is shown in
green (southwestern limb only, Acero et al. 2010), and the Fermi−LAT
upper limits (at the 95% confidence level) for the southwestern limb
are indicated by the green diamonds (Acero et al. 2015). Central panel:
same as upper panel with ES Wp = 2.5 × 1049 erg. Lower panel: same as
upper panel with ES Wp = 1049 erg.
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Fig. 7. Synthetic γ−ray (hadronic+leptonic) monochromatic emission
of the southwestern limb of SN 1006 at 3 GeV (in red) and 3 TeV (in
blue) derived from RUN2_UN with ES Wp = 2.5× 1049 erg. The contours
of the X-ray emission are superimposed in white.
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